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The City of Willits urban forest will serve as a Gateway to the
Redwoods and be a healthy, equitable, and sustainably funded
resource that provides ecological, social, and economic benefits to
all Willits residents.
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SECTION 1
SECTION 1
SECTION 1
SECTION 1

Why The City
Needs An
Urban Forest
Management
Plan

alifornians are learning that adaptation to changing
environmental conditions is becoming increasingly important.
Throughout the state, catastrophic wildfires amplified by
the drought and available fuels demonstrate that new
strategies are needed to effectively manage the wildlandurban interface. New laws, policies, and regulations are
typically the result of these environmental changes as policy
makers grapple with the best ways to reduce environmental
impacts from humans as well as how to protect
humans from the impacts of the changing environment.

Over the past century, average
maximum temperatures in
California have increased
between 1.6°F and 2.5°F
(Lynn, 2015).

Climate change is predicted to cause substantial negative
impacts to commonly planted street tree species in California
(McBride and Lacan 2018). Over the past century, average
maximum temperatures in California have increased between
1.6°F and 2.5°F (Lynn 2015), and these temperatures are
expected to continue to rise over the coming years. In
Mendocino County, temperatures are predicted to increase by
5°F by 2100, and Snowpack is anticipated to decline to nearly
zero by 2090 (Maizlish et al. 2017).
Longer, more intense periods of drought and more variable
periods of precipitation with increased flooding will make
finding additional irrigation water or funding for irrigation
improvements for street trees a challenge (Swain et al. 2018;
McBride and Lacan 2018).

8
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These rising temperatures are also amplified through
the urban heat island effect (Figure 1). Concrete, asphalt,
and other hardscape, including roads, buildings, and
sidewalks absorb heat, resulting in these surfaces reaching
temperatures that are as much as 50°F to 90°F hotter
than the air temperature on a sunny day (EPA 2019a). The
absorbed heat is slowly released throughout the night,
resulting in temperatures that may be up to 22°F warmer
overnight, when cities should be cooling down (EPA 2019b).
The effects of a hotter climate and prolonged heat waves will
not only impact the need for energy to cool buildings but will
also have a profound impact on human health. According to
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), extreme
heat is often responsible for the most weather-related deaths
in the country (FEMA 2018).

Snowpack is anticipated to
decline to nearly zero by 2090
(Maizlish et al. 2017).

Developing a sustainable urban forest can provide direct
benefits to creating resilient communities. Resilient
communities, like urban forests, are better able to adapt
to the challenges presented by climate change. Urban
forests help to create resilient communities by providing
cooler temperatures during extreme heat, intercepting and
storing stormwater, and offering cleaner air to those who
live beneath the tree canopy. Growing and maintaining a
sustainable urban forest will help ensure trees continue to
deliver maximum levels of these vital services when adverse
conditions arise. The Willits UFMP provides the framework for
the management practices and policies that will help guide
the City toward a robust and sustainable urban forest.
CITY OF WILLITS URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN |
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Figure 1. Urban Heat Island Effect
NO TREES OR GREENERY
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SECTION 2

Historical and
Environmental
Context

nown as the “Gateway to the Redwoods” and the “Heart
of Mendocino County”, Willits is a small city with a population
of approximately 4,890 as of 2019 (City Data 2021). Located
in central Mendocino County, Willits is nestled in Little Lake
Valley surrounded by secondary forest consisting of tan oak,
madrone, Douglas fir, and redwood trees within the Pacific
Coast Range. The City was originally inhabited by the Pomo
tribe of Native Americans, and later settled by pioneering
ranchers in the 1850s. Incorporated in 1888, Willits’ unique
location along the Redwood Highway (Highway 101) and
the Northwestern Railroad spurred growth throughout the
1900s, as shops, restaurants, and other businesses sprang
up along Main Street (Willits Chamber of Commerce 2021).
Today, Willits is one of the largest population centers in
Mendocino County and is surrounded by agricultural lands,
rural residential, forestlands, and open rangelands.

Natural communities in
Willits include coastal prairie
grasslands, mixed evergreen
forest, and oak and riparian
woodlands, which support a
variety of wildlife.
The City's history of industrial, commercial, and residential
development resulted in an urban core offset by wooded
hillsides, a sprawling valley floor, undeveloped ridgelines,
riparian corridors that extend into the City, and mature trees
that help define the City’s character (City of Willits 1992).
Willit's City Mural
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he City of Willits was awarded a grant from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) Urban and
Community Forestry Program to complete the Urban Forest Management Plan (UFMP), inventory street and park trees, and
plant and maintain trees in disadvantaged communities. The Community Development Department is the main City department
responsible for the development of the UFMP, providing key insights into City practices, coordinating with internal and external
stakeholders, and hosting community engagement events. The Public Works Department provided inventory support, City
standard documents, and other data sets for analysis. The following section details the analysis, community engagement
activities, and processes involved in developing the UFMP.

SECTION 3
SECTION 3
SECTION 3
SECTION 3

Developing
The Willits
Urban Forest
Management
Plan

CITY OF WILLITS DEPARTMENTS
Community Development Department
Urban Forest
Management Plan

•

Developing the UFMP

•

Providing key insights into City practices

•

Coordinating with stakeholders

•

Hosting community engagement events

Grant Awarded

4
£wM
URBAN FOREST

Public Works Department
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•

Assisting with tree inventory, completed by Dudek

Tree Inventory

•

Supporting with City standard documents

New Tree Planting and
Maintenance

•

Sharing data sets for analysis

CITY OF WILLITS URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN |
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Public Works Department

Engineering Division

Representatives from CalTrans

Main Street Business owner and
longtime resident

Landscape Contractor and longtime
resident

•

•

•

•

•

Understanding the effectiveness of the
urban forest management program
was further informed by interviews
with City staff, elected officials, and
external stakeholders. The interviews
explored the role each stakeholder had
in influencing City tree management,
clarified internal City procedures,
and informed areas where the City
could improve management of the
urban forest. The list of City staff and
stakeholders who participated in the
UFMP interview process included the
following:

In June 2020, the City began the
process of developing the UFMP, which
would include a thorough analysis of
City management practices, policies,
ordinances, and funding, to understand
the deficiencies and strengths of its
urban forest management program.
The analysis of current practices was
initially informed by reviewing City
planning documents, including the
Vision 2020: General Plan Revision and
Safety Element Update; Bicycle and
Pedestrian Specific Plan; Willits Safe
Routes to School Action Plan; Willits
Main Street Corridor Enhancement
Plan; and the Downtown Willits Streets
and Alleys Connectivity Study. It also
included an analysis of City planning
practices, tree ordinances, standard
details, annual service data and budget
levels.

Community Development
Department

Stakeholder Interviews

Analysis of Current Practices.

•

3.2

3.1

The City held an online community
meeting in February 2021 attended
by 12 participants. To reach a larger
audience of residents unable to
attend the online meetings, the
City implemented a survey that was
distributed online via Facebook and
an email newsletter. Hard copies of
the survey were also made available

In addition to the department
interviews, input from residents and
stakeholders helped to inform the
analysis of City management practices
and the development of guiding
principles, goals, and objectives to
reflect the values and priorities of
the City and residents. Originally, the
avenues for resident and stakeholder
engagement were designed to occur
both online and in-person. However,
the City and State of California
implemented restrictions on in-person
gatherings in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In-person meetings were
subsequently transferred to an online
meeting format.

Community Engagement

3.3

SECTION 3 | Developing the Willits Urban Forest Management Plan

Specifically, there are few survey
responses from residents who rent, live
in apartments, speak a language other
than English at home, or are younger
than 60.

for individuals who lacked access to a
computer or preferred to hand write
responses. Seventy-eight responses
were recorded. Survey results could
benefit from further engagement with
stakeholders so participants reflect the
diversity of the City.

The City’s entire urban forest (public
and private property) was analyzed
to determine the canopy cover
extent, and the condition of trees
using sustainability metrics. The
City canopy cover and land use was

The consultant team conducted an
inventory of City-managed trees in
September 2020. The scope of the
inventory included collecting tree
location and arboricultural attribute
information of City-owned trees
within the City limits including public
sidewalks, parkway strips, street
medians, right-of-ways, parks, and
other accessible City-owned property.
The inventory was analyzed using
sustainability metrics to determine the
condition of trees and to understand
what management practices will need
to be improved to have the most
meaningful impact on tree health and
safety.

Urban Forest Inventory
and Analysis			

3.4
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derived from USFS LiDAR and other
satellite spatial imagery by using an
artificial intelligence learning model
to classify what is a tree, shrub, grass,
building, and other infrastructure,
and then determine the differences
in height between each classification.
The analysis resulted in land use
classifications of 16% tree canopy.

Developing the Willits Urban Forest Management Plan | SECTION 3
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4.3

Aging Tree Inventory

Budget Limitations

Staffing Constraints

Much of the City’s inventory is aging and
mature, with 32% mature trees (22%
more mature trees than recommended
in urban forest literature) (Richards
1983). Only 20% of the inventory is
immature, which indicates the tree
inventory may not have a population
of newly planted trees to adequately
replace mature trees as they reach the
end of their life. At a minimum, the
City will need to replace trees as they
are removed to ensure a continuation
of environmental services. If the age
distribution continues without increased
tree planting, the City can expect the
tree’s environmental services to decline
as the population becomes senescent
and requires removal.

Public Works received $8,000 for
tree pruning in FY20/21, which
was insufficient to conduct regular
maintenance of the City-managed
tree inventory. This insufficient level
of funding has resulted in permitting
only reactive tree work when a tree
is identified with an elevated level or
risk to public safety. In the event of an
elevated level of tree risk, Public Works
staff must find the funds to mitigate the
concern in other budgets, make onetime requests to City Council, or identify
limited special funding. With available
funds directed towards reducing
elevated tree risk when it is identified,
nothing remains to proactively prune
trees. This type of reactive maintenance
is more expensive than actively pruning
trees and has the potential to elevate
the risk associated with a tree by not
mitigating a defect in a timely manner.

The Public Works Department is
responsible for managing the trees
in the public right-of-ways and in City
parks, in addition to managing all Cityowned properties, streets, sidewalks,
parks, and the Willits Municipal Airport.
The Public Works Superintendent
oversees a construction specialist and
three maintenance workers to conduct
all public works requests, including
those related to trees such as pruning,
branch failures, and tree maintenance.
The City does not have an on-staff
arborist to assist in managing the
City tree population, and staff rely on
their own experience with trees when
making maintenance decisions. City
staff expressed that budget constraints,
vacant positions, and high workload
make it difficult to complete tree
maintenance. City Council is often
not able to provide the resources to
support hiring outside contractors to
perform tree work. The combination of
limited City staff and resources to hire
contractors has resulted in deferred and
reactionary maintenance of a mature
tree population.

Willits’ City-owned trees may
not have a population of newly
planted trees to adequately
replace mature trees.

18
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4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

Recreation Grove Park

Canopy Cover is Low

Tree Management Practices

More than 25% of the City’s tree
inventory is planted in Rec Grove Park.

Despite the City’s location in a forested
area, canopy cover in Willits is relatively
low. The analysis of the City’s canopy
cover focused on the canopy cover
within the City’s developed footprint,
which was identified using the U.S.
Census Bureau urban area boundary.
Dense clusters of canopy cover are
concentrated along riparian corridors
that wind through the City and near
open space areas. Because the City
lacks available planting space within
its developed areas, Willits may need
to rely on private property owners
to plant trees in their own yards to
meet the City’s canopy cover goals.
However, throughout the UFMP process,
stakeholder interviews, and survey
results, mixed opinions were shared
by community members about City
involvement with private property.
Many political and social factors
contribute to these opinions, but fire
risk hazards were frequently addressed
as a main concern during stakeholder
interviews. As such, community
outreach and education efforts will be
key to increasing canopy cover.

Community Engagement/
Outreach

Long Range Planning and
Policies

Of these trees, nearly 90% are mature
valley oaks (Quercus lobata) with
varying health conditions and a site
history of tree failures. The health
condition and site history of the trees,
coupled with the frequency of use by
residents and the presence of existing
structures, suggest that some trees in
the park may have an elevated level of
risk. As of 2021, approximately one-third
of the trees remain unassessed for tree
risk. Understanding the risk associated
with trees in Rec Grove Park will give
City tree managers the information
needed to make decisions on investing
limited City resources. The initial costs
to complete the assessment can be
offset by prioritizing management
actions on the most urgent tree issues
to prevent the need for more costly
emergency tree work.

More than 25% of the City’s
tree inventory is planted in Rec
Grove Park.

20
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Residents place a high value on the
City’s trees, with 89% of public survey
respondents stating that they view trees
as either more important or equally
as important as other City-maintained
infrastructure. As the City plans to
increase canopy cover with predicted
changes in weather and climate, such
as drought and fire risk, it will need
to implement a community outreach
strategy to ensure residents understand
the importance of trees in the Willits
landscape. Approximately 82% of survey
respondents stated that educating the
community would have the most impact
towards achieving healthy trees. The
City may face declining canopy cover in
future years if it does not implement a
firesafe community education program.

89% of public survey
respondents state that
they view trees as either
more important or equally
as important as other Citymaintained infrastructure.

Ninety-three trees are identified in the
tree inventory as having a priority 1 or 2
pruning need. Priority 1 pruning needs
include trees with hazardous deadwood,
hangers, or broken branches. Priority 2
pruning needs include trees identified
with dead, dying, diseased, or weakened
branches that are potential safety
hazards. The City should allocate funds
to address the maintenance needs
of these trees to mitigate against
potential limb failure. After this pruning
is complete the City should establish
a 5 to 7-year pruning cycle of the
289 trees identified in the priority 1
and 2, and large tree routine pruning
maintenance needs categories of the
City inventory. This would allow the City
to appropriately plan annual budgets
around a consistent number of trees
that require pruning (40 to 60 per year)
and reduce the potential for more costly
emergency tree work. If the City does
not prioritize the pruning of priority 1
and 2 trees it will most likely continue to
use most of its tree maintenance funds
on a limited number of emergency
situations.

Many of the City’s long-range plans
aspire to increase tree plantings and
landscaping in the City by including
trees in development projects.
Redevelopment along Main Street
and City’s downtown area present
key opportunities to increase canopy
cover while adding aesthetic appeal
and creating an inviting pedestrian
environment downtown. Additionally, a
desire to increase safety for pedestrians
and bicyclists and encourage active
transportation presents another
opportunity for an injection of urban
trees. The City lacks strong policies and
ordinances that protect or require trees
in development projects. The adoption
of implementable ordinances supported
by robust code enforcement will require
support from City leadership and the
community.

The City lacks strong policies
and ordinances that protect or
require trees in development
projects.
CITY OF WILLITS URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN |
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SECTION 5
SECTION 5
SECTION 5
SECTION 5

Willits’s tree
inventory is
worth over
$3 Million
Urban
Forest Data

Total Canopy

5.1
Status of the Urban Forest

5.1.1
Canopy Cover
Willits currently has a canopy cover of 16% within its developed area footprint (Figure 2).
CAL FIRE grant goals for the City include a 10% canopy cover increase by 2030, and a 35%
increase by 2050, which would result in a total canopy cover of 18% and 22%, respectively.
Tree planting scenarios to achieve these goals have been calculated based on the size of
trees planted. For instance, if the City elected to plant large canopy trees only, planting 76
50-foot-wide canopy trees per year until the year 2050 would achieve a 22% canopy cover
(a 35% increase from existing conditions), assuming tree planting efforts begin in the year
2022.

Percent Increase
from Existing

Years to Goal

| CITY OF WILLITS URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN

20 ft

35 ft

50 ft

75 ft

18%

10%

8

3819

1246

611

271

22%

35%

28

13366

4363

2138

950

477

156

76

34

Number of Trees to Plant per Year to reach goals by 2030 and 2050

22

Total Number of Trees by Canopy Spread
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5.1.2

Canopy Cover

Environmental Services/Economic Benefits

Willits currently has a
canopy cover of 16%
within its developed
area footprint.

Willits’ tree inventory provides the following annual environmental services and benefits:

Date: 6/23/2021 - Last saved by: bdokkestul - Path: Z:\Projects\j1269401\MAPDOC\DOCUMENT\CanopyAnalysis\Figure1_CanopyCover.mxd

5.1.1

Annual Environmental Impact

Annual Economic Value

Carbon Storage (carbon
held in tree)

527.7 tons

The carbon stored in the City’s urban
forest is equivalent to the carbon
emitted from 164 cars driven for 1 year.

$90,000

Carbon Sequestration
(carbon removed from
air)

4.96 tons

The carbon removed from the City’s
air by the urban forest is equivalent to
an average passenger vehicle driving
10,693 miles.

$846

Avoided Runoff

6,766 ft 3

This benefit is the equivalent to the 1.5
times the amount of water the average
American home uses in 1 year.

$452

Willits’ tree inventory has the following financial value:
Value

Willits City Boundary
Census Tract Boundary
Canopy Cover
FIGURE 1

SOURCE: USGS 2018, Bing (Accessed 2021)
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Annual Environmental Benefit

Sources: City of Willits Tree Inventory (Dudek 2020) and i-Tree Analysis (USFS 2020).

Figure 2. Canopy Cover
1,000
n 0
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Service

2,000
Feet

Canopy Cover

Description

Structural

Tree replacement cost

Functional

Value based on the services
trees perform

Asset Amount

Per-Tree Value

$3.05 Million

$7,059

$90,463

$213

Sources: City of Willits Tree Inventory (Dudek 2020) and i-Tree Analysis (USFS 2020).

Willits Urban Forest Management Plan
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5.1.3
Species Diversity Summary

Willits' TOP 10 Genera

34%
1. Quercus

5%
6. Ulmus

15%
2. Acer

Urban Forest Data | SECTION 5

Willits’ tree inventory consists of 425 trees,
composed of 16 families, 27 genera, and
41 species.

12%
3. Pyrus

5%

3%

7. Pistacia

8. Platanus

Sustainability Goal: No Genus Greater than 10% of Inventory
26
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10%

4%

4. Fraxinus

5. Sequoia

2%

1%

9. Pinus

Meets Goal

10. Sequioadendron

Does Not Meet Goal

5.1.3
Species Diversity Summary

Willits' TOP 10 Species

29.1%

11.5%

Predicted to be heat and water sensitive

7.5%

7.3%

5.1%

1. Quercus lobata

2 .Pyrus calleryana

3. Fraxinus latifolia

4. Acer rubrum

5. Pistacia chinensis

Valley Oak

Bradford Pear

Oregon ash

Red maple

Chinese pistache

4.7%

4.2%

3.3%

3.1%

2.6%

6. Acer buergerianum

7. Sequoia sempervirens

8. Quercus kelloggii

9. Platanus occidentalis

10. Ulmus pumila

Trident Maple

Coast redwood

Black oak

American sycamore

Siberian Elm

Sustainability Goal: No Species greater than 5% of inventory

Meets Goal

Does Not Meet Goal

CITY OF WILLITS URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN |
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5.1.4

5.1.5

DBH/ Age Distribution Summary

Health Composition

Mature

Age Distribution
of the Willits Tree
Inventory
60%

50%

40%

Middle
-aged

I

30%

20%

10%

Young

III

0%

Condition

Number of
Trees

Very good

63

15%

Good

122

29%

Fair

180

42%

Poor

53

12%

Dead

6

1%

Critical

1

0.5%

Total

425

Percent

86%

14%

100%

Source: City of Willits Tree Inventory (Dudek 2020)

9%
20%
Immature

Sustainability Goal:
28

39%

32%

Recommended age distribution of trees.
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5.1.6

5.1.7

Relative Performance Index Summary

Importance Values Summary

The relative performance index (RPI) identifies which species are doing well and which many be having issues. Trees with an RPI
of 1 or higher are performing as well or better than the entire inventory.

The importance value of tree species combines the percentage of the
species in the population of City-owned trees with its corresponding
percentage of leaf area.

Relative Performance Index of the top 10 species in Willits’ Inventory:
Botanical name

Common Name

Quercus lobata

Valley oak

74.1

Pyrus calleryana

Bradford pear

15.7

RPI

Sequoia sempervirens

Coast redwood

14.2

0.44

Fraxinus latifolia

Oregon ash

13.7

Relative Performance Index (RPI) Goal: Top 6 Species Have an RPI Score of 1.0 or Higher
Rank

Botanical name

Common Name
City Inventory

1

Quercus lobata

Valley oak

0.20

Acer rubrum

Red maple

11.3

2

Pyrus calleryana

Bradford pear

1.03

Platanus x occidentalis

American sycamore

9.6

3

Fraxinus latifolia

Oregon ash

0.50

Quercus kelloggii

Black oak

5.8

4

Acer rubrum

Red maple

1.85

Acer buergerianum

Trident maple

5.7

5

Pistacia chinensis

Chinese pistache

1.88

Pistacia chinensis

Chinese pistache

5.7

6

Acer buergerianum

Trident maple

1.72

Ulmus americana

American elm

5.6

7

Sequoia sempervirens

Redwood

2.30

8

Quercus kelloggii

Black oak

1.48

9

Platanus occidentalis

American sycamore

1.94

10

Ulmus pumila

Siberian elm

1.46

Sustainability Goal:
30
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Meets Goal

Source: City of Willits Tree Inventory (Dudek 2020) and I-Tree (USFS 2020)

Does Not Meet Goal
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5.2

5.2.2
Staff

City Management of the Tree Program

The City has 0.75 FTEs that are responsible for supporting tree related tasks. The number of FTEs in Willits is lower than the
average number for a city of Willits’ size (3.3 FTEs; Hauer and Peterson 2016a). The Department of Public Works’ duties as they
pertain to tree maintenance is limited by equipment, staff labor hours, and budget. This combination has resulted in deferred and
reactionary maintenance of an aging tree population and limits the ability of the City to complete tree-related tasks.

5.2.1
Funding
The funding Willits receives could equate to an average annual spending of $29.18 per tree if Willits was able to implement a
preventative maintenance program for trees. However, under the current management system, all annual funding is used to
address existing safety issues on relatively few trees, and not for preventative tree maintenance.

Budget Line Items

FY 16/17

FY 17/18

FY 18/19

FY 19/20

FY 20/21

Average

Tree pruning, removal, and arborist
reviews

$8,000

$12,000

$5,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,200

Irrigation & miscellaneous

$4,100

$4,100

$4,100

$2,200

$2,200

$ 3,340

Other contracts*

$17,967

$27,856

$7,000

$8,000

$6,000

$13,364

Willits per-tree spending

Position

Type

Number of positions

Number of FTEs

Maintenance Workers

Laborer

3

0.45

Construction Specialist

Project Lead

1

0.15

Management/Supervisor

1

0.15

5

.75

Public Works Superintendent

Total

$29.18

*.Not specifically allocated to trees, but a portion of these funds are used as emergency funds should public safety be affected by trees.
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5.2.3.1

5.2.3.2

Tree Maintenance

Trees Planted

Willits does not currently have a set pruning cycle. Based on the inventory, the
following pruning needs were identified:

Due to limited resources, all tree planting
activities are supported by grant funds. The
City was awarded a CalFire grant to plant
165 trees (50 street and 115 park trees).
Additional tree planting will occur on an
ad hoc basis to replace a removed tree
but otherwise the City has no formal tree
planting program.

Priority 1 Prune, 26 Trees: These trees require trimming to remove broken
or hanging limbs, hazardous deadwood, and dead, dying, or diseased limbs or
leaders greater than four inches in diameter.
Priority 2 Prune, 67 Trees: These trees have dead, dying, diseased, or weakened
branches between two and four inches in diameter and are potential safety
hazards.

11%
8%
7%

55%

5.2.3.3

19%

Establishment Care

. arge Tree Routine Prune, 196 Trees: These trees require routine horticultural
L
pruning to correct structural problems or growth patterns, which would eventually
obstruct traffic or interfere with utility wires or buildings. Trees in this category are
large enough to require bucket truck access or manual climbing.
Small Tree Routine Prune, 41 Trees: These trees require routine horticultural
pruning to correct structural problems or growth patterns, which would eventually
obstruct traffic or interfere with utility wires or buildings. These trees are small
growing, mature trees that can be evaluated and pruned from the ground.
. raining Prune, 28 Trees: Young, large-growing trees that are still small must be
T
pruned to correct or eliminate weak, interfering, or objectionable branches to
minimize future maintenance requirements. These trees, up to 20 feet in height,
can be worked with a pole-pruner by a person standing on the ground.

Willits uses a combination of bubbler
irrigation and watering trucks to water trees
planted for its CAL FIRE grant project. Once
grant funds are spent, future development
activities will need to consider watering,
tree species selection and placement,
and funding to install irrigation for newly
planted trees.

Priority 1 Prune
Priority 2 Prune

-

Large Tree Routine Prune
Small Tree Routine Prune
Training Prune

-
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ilpp
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SECTION 6
SECTION 6
SECTION 6
SECTION 6

96% of survey
respondents
support protecting
public trees

6.1
Public Survey
An online survey was created to identify the public’s perception and
understanding of the City’s trees, and to offer a space for public feedback
as the City develops its UFMP. The 22-question survey was open between
March 7, 2021 and April 20, 2021. There were 79 responses collected.

In terms of public trees, to what degree would you support the creation of a tree
protection ordinance?

Community
Engagement

59% Strongly support
18% Support
18% Somewhat Support
1% Somewhat oppose
3% Oppose
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In terms of private property trees, to what degree would
you support the creation of a tree protection ordinance?
37% Strongly support

Community Engagement | SECTION 6

29% Email

20% Support

36% Social Media

29% Somewhat support

19% City-mailed newsletter

5% Somewhat oppose

9% City website

5% Oppose

3% Text message

4% Strongly Oppose

1% Phone call

What rating would you give the health and appearance of
public space street trees in Willlits? Public space street trees
are defined as trees in the right-of-way, in parks, and other
publicly owned land.
9% Excellent
25% Good

6.2

What is the best way for the City to communicate with
you about the urban forest and its management?

Community Meeting & Stakeholder Interviews
The City held a virtual community meeting on February 11, 2021 via the online Zoom platform, which was attended by 10
community members, Councilmembers Greta Kane and Saprina Rodriguez, two City staff, and three members of the consultant
team. Two additional interviews were conducted with long-time residents and business owners in Willits. Comments were
analyzed to determine major community themes, values, and priorities that were expressed for the City’s urban forest.
•

Tree Maintenance

Tree-infrastructure conflicts

o 3% Other
Areas lacking trees
How important do you think trees are compared to other
infrastructure like streets, sidewalks, water, sewer, traffic
signals, lighting, etc.?

Community education/
outreach

23% Trees are more important

Increasing Canopy Cover
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53% Fair

66% Trees are equally important

13% Poor

11% Trees are not as important
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•
•
•

Neighborhoods on the west side of town have many mature trees below utility lines, which
have been trimmed into a “v”, resulting in an aesthetically displeasing appearance
Typically trees in the parkway strip are not properly maintained
Concerns regarding how the City will fund additional maintenance
Lack of/poor maintenance of City trees impacts public perception of trees

•

Many trees in the parkway strip have resulted road/sidewalk damage, particularly along School
Street near the intersection with West Commercial.

•
•
•
•

Highway 20
Downtown areas
Southern portion of the City, e.g., Harrah’s Manor
Trail behind Haehl Creek Court subdivision

•

Educational outreach is needed for property owners explaining proper tree pruning/
maintenance practices and “right tree, right place” concepts to reduce or avoid damage

•

Due to minimal available public land, increasing canopy cover seems to fall primarily on private
property owners
The City should consider a planting requirement in new development as well as follow up
maintenance requirements to ensure survival

•

Species diversity

•
•

Desire for native treeds
Oak trees in Rec Grove Park are highly valued

Vision

•

Natural setting (native trees) in riparian areas expanded into the City
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Section 1: Urban Forest Management Practices
Recommendation

SECTION 7
SECTION 7
SECTION 7
SECTION 7
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Recommendations

Discussion

1.1. Continue to seek external
funding sources for tree planting
and establishment care projects.

There is limited space to plant new trees on streets and parks in Willits and the City is approaching a
100% stocking rate. While new trees will need to be continually planted, the City would benefit from
planting new trees when grants and other outside sources can cover tree planting and establishment
care costs. This would allow the City to focus resources on maintenance activities to preserve the
existing inventory and canopy cover. Appendix H of the Technical Assessment contains potential funding
opportunities the City can consider pursuing.

1.2. Adopt the Recommended Tree
Species List.

The recommended species list found in Appendix B of the Technical Assessment provides the City
a comprehensive list of trees that will be adapted to changing climate conditions, maintain species
diversity levels, and meet various spacing restrictions. These species should be incorporated into all City
planting efforts and promoted to property owners for residential and private property planting.

1.3. Create opportunities for
community members to provide
establishment care to newly planted
trees.

One possible avenue for the City to increase tree maintenance activities with limited resources is to have
community members participate in establishment care activities. These activities would be in addition
to maintenance funded through a grant or other outside source. This could include community-wide
volunteer opportunities to water, weed, and care for trees on commercial corridors like Main St. It could
also include opportunities for residents to adopt newly planted trees and commit to providing annual
care.

1.4. Correct Defects of Trees
Identified as Priority 1 and 2
Pruning Needs.

Trees rated as priority 1 and 2 pruning needs have defects that could present an elevated level of risk
to the community. These trees should be prioritized within the City budget and the work should be
prioritized for completion.

1.5. Establish a Regular Pruning
Cycle of Large Trees.

The City is inefficiently using its limited resources by deferring maintenance and reacting to tree
emergencies. After the City addresses the immediate priority 1 and 2 pruning needs, the next step is to
continually assess and prune trees on a 5-7-year cycle. This will help to limit tree emergencies, maintain
a safer tree inventory, increase the number of trees annually pruned, and have a predictable annual
budget need.

1.6. Annually Complete A Level 1
Risk Assessment of City Managed
Trees.

Annually completing a level 1 risk assessment of City managed trees will help to identify any immediate maintenance or pruning needs. If trees are identified to have a significant defect, then a level 2 risk
assessment can be performed to assess the level of risk and provide recommendations to lower the level
of risk.
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Section 1: Urban Forest Management Practices (Continued)
Recommendation

1.7. Monitor Federal, State, and County
Alerts for Invasive Pests and Pathogens.

1.8. Establish an Urban Forest Advisory
Committee (UFAC).

Discussion
Willits currently experiences a low level of threats from invasive pests and pathogens. By
closely monitoring alerts by USDA Animal Plant Health inspection Service Plant Protection
and Quarantine, California Department of Food & Agriculture, and Mendocino County Ag
Commissioner/Weights & Measures, the City can stay informed on when they may be impacted
from an infestation and collaborate with the appropriate agency on an integrated strategy to
limit tree loss.
A UFAC would help to strengthen the relationship between the City and community on tree
related issues and provide a structured format for dialogue. Establishing a UFAC can also be an
important tool for ensuring public participation in the implementation of the UFMP strategic
plan.

General Plan/Municipal Code
Responsibility should be based on the planting location.

1.10. Adopt a parking lot shade tree
ordinance requiring 50% shading
of hardscape within 15 years of lot
development.

Land Use Implementation Measure 1.340 calls for strengthening the Zoning Ordinance to include
a requirement for a ratio of trees per parking stalls, which has not yet been implemented.

1.11. Adopt minimum landscaping
requirements that include minimum
tree planting and tree replacement
requirements specific to each land use type
in the City.

Land Use Implementation Measure 1.340 calls for strengthening the Zoning Ordinance to include
a requirement for minimum landscaping requirements for each land use category. Currently the
City has adopted minimum standards for landscaping industrially and commercially zoned lands
(Zoning Code Chapter 17.60). However, there are no minimum tree planting requirements nor
has the City adopted standards for other land uses.

1.12. Adopt minimum tree planting
requirements for roadway improvement
projects.

Circulation Implementation Measure 2.380 calls for the provision of additional landscaping,
including street trees, along roadways. While this is being implemented, there are no specific
requirements for tree planting.
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Section 1: Urban Forest Management Practices (Continued)
Recommendation

Discussion

1.13. Adopt an ordinance requiring the use of recycled
water in roadway landscaping as well as commercial,
industrial development and public land uses.

Circulation Implementation Measure 2.380 calls for the use reclaimed water in
roadway landscaping. This requirement should be extended to additional land use
types where appropriate and feasible.

1.14. Involve a licensed arborist in site development
plan review to ensure tree requirements are met.

Landscape plan review should be conducted by qualified personnel to ensure trees
are appropriately selected, sited and provided with growing conditions conducive to
tree success.

1.15. Adopt implementation procedures for strict code
enforcement of the policies of the UFMP.

Implementation of policies, plans, and standards for tree management is dependent
on actionable code enforcement by the City. Successful code enforcement may
require additional funding for the urban forest program.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Specific Plan/Safe Routes to School Action Plan

1.9. Adopt an ordinance clarifying tree care
and liability responsibility between private
property owners and the City.
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1.16. Prioritize the addition of trees along bicycle and
pedestrian routes for improved safety and enhanced
bicycle/pedestrian experience.

Trees and landscape planters can greatly enhance perceived and actual safety for
pedestrians/bicyclists while also providing shade and creating a more pleasant
experience that encourages active transportation.

1.17. Revise the prioritization score for planting trees
and other features along bicycle routes to be given a
higher score for improvements to safety.

Trees and landscape planters can greatly enhance perceived and actual safety for
pedestrians/bicyclists by resulting in traffic calming as well as serving as a physical
buffer between vehicular traffic and people.
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Section 1: Urban Forest Management Practices (Continued)
Recommendation

Discussion

Main Street Corridor Enhancement Plan/Downtown Willits Streets and Alleys Connectivity Study
1.18. Refer to UFMP planting standards and specifications
when planning improvement projects along Main Street.

Plans for redevelopment of Main Street include improving the pedestrian
environment through the addition of amenities, including street trees.

1.19. The City should further consult with CalTrans and explore
funding opportunities for transportation and pedestrian
improvements that include tree plantings along South Main
Street (Highway 20).

South Main Street has been identified as having narrow sidewalks and
lacking trees and shade which contribute to an unpleasant pedestrian
environment. The City does not currently have jurisdiction over South Main
Street (Highway 20), which is a CalTrans right-of-way.

1.20. Conduct educational outreach to provide residents and
business owners with guidance on wildfire safe landscaping
and defensible space, as well as species selection for resilient
and fire adapted tree species to encourage canopy growth
while maintaining wildfire safety.

Residents have expressed concerns about increasing wildfire risk by
planting trees on their property. This presents an opportunity to conduct
educational outreach on implementing fire safe landscaping and
defensible space while retaining canopy cover to the extent feasible.

Canopy Cover
1.21. Achieve a 10% increase in canopy cover by 2030 and a
30% increase in canopy cover by 2050, for a total canopy cover
of 22%.
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Willits should aim to increase canopy cover within the developed footprint
of the City. This canopy goal is a realistic goal for Willits and is in line with
CAL FIRE goals for the City. Given limited available planting space, the City
will need to rely on and incentivize private property owners to increase tree
cover on private property, which will require robust community outreach
and education.

Section: 2. Status of the Urban Forest
Recommendation

Discussion

2.1. Maintain an inventory that contains no more
than 10% of any one species, 20% of any one
genus, or 30% of any one family.

Prioritizing species selection from diverse species, genera, and families will help increase
the urban forest’s overall resilience to threats.

2.2. Select replacement species that are climate
adapted.

Climate change is predicted to cause substantial negative impacts to commonly planted
street tree species in California. Planting species that are well suited to predicted climate
changes will help preserve the City’s urban forest in future years.

2.3. Prioritize park trees for arborist review and
implementation of recommendations.

The City’s oldest and largest trees primarily exist in parks. These trees should be
prioritized for arborist review to identify which should be slated for removal and
replanted.

2.4. Plan for removals and replacements to
maintain canopy cover.

Because much of the City’s inventory is aging, at the end of its life, and/or have significant
defects, the City should plan to for a phased removal and replacement of trees that will
maintain canopy cover levels over streets and parks.

2.5. Educate community members on what makes
a fire safe community, including tree maintenance
and species selection to ease tree planting
hesitancy among residents.

The City lacks available planting space to increase its tree canopy, and will need to
depend on its residents to plant trees on private property. Many residents are hesitant
to plant because of fire risk, and instituting an intentional fire-safe public education
campaign will help residents understand the need for increased canopy cover, and see
the many ways to develop a fire-safe landscape.

2.6. Actively maintain trees to reduce the
increased costs of deferred maintenance.

The UFMP shows that it is significantly more expensive to defer tree maintenance
during times of economic downturn, than to proactively manage trees year-by-year. By
allocating funds to actively maintain trees, the City can increase the number of trees
maintained on annual basis and reduce the potential for unexpected tree emergencies.
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Section 4: Community Engagement

Section: 3. Rec Grove Park

Recommendation

Discussion

3.1. Immediate arborist review to understand the
risk associated with trees in the park.

Identify the trees that have not been reviewed by an arborist, and immediately complete
the arborist review process for those trees at the Rec Grove. Work with the arborist to
identify trees that should be prioritized for removal and create a year-by-year plan for
removal implementation. Use the schedule to justify funding requests to City Council on
the grounds of public safety/essential operations.

3.2. Identify new species for planting at the Rec
Grove.

Tree removals should be replaced by new trees. The new tree species that are selected
should be climate and fire adapted, site appropriate, and utility friendly.

3.3. Improve drainage at the Rec Grove

The flood plain status and irrigated landscape in which the trees are planted contributes
to shallow rooting behaviors. Consider reprogramming irrigation systems to water with
less frequency if the grass can tolerate it. Apply mulch around tree roots to prevent over
irrigation.

3.4. Engage community members in the process.

Due to the declining health and aging tree population, the trees at the Rec Grove may
look significantly different in 10-15 years. Because the Rec Grove is highly valued by
community members, the City holds a unique opportunity to engage community
members, business owners, and city officials in a process of tree selection and planting.
The City should conduct this process openly and transparently.

3.5. Institute a public outreach campaign.
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Recommendation

Discussion

4.1. Publish urban forest program updates
in newspapers that are read by community
members

Newspaper publications emerged as a preferred source of community knowledge,
events, and Willits news. Stakeholders mentioned the quality and content of newspapers
as relevant, timely, and accurate. The City should prioritize publishing notices of events,
updates, and community meetings related to the urban forest, as residents are more
likely to see it and potentially get involved.

4.2. Increase outreach efforts to obtain input from
demographics that represent the City of Willits.

To fully understand the City’s challenges and opportunities to implementing the UFMP,
additional outreach should be conducted to reach more residents who are under 60 and
renters (both residential and commercial).

4.3. Develop a social media, branding, and
outreach strategy that will help propel the UFMP
forward.

Community members mentioned Facebook as an important medium to receive City
updates. By using Willits’ existing online presence, creating a consistent UFMP social
media plan and branding strategy will help increase UFMP brand recognition and inform
community members of UFMP progress.

4.4. Pursue Tree City USA recognition

To align the UFMP with City Council priorities, the City could pursue Tree City USA
recognition. Standards include: 1. A tree board or department; 2. A tree care ordinance;
3. A community forestry program with an annual budget of at least $2/capita; and 4.
Arbor Day observance and proclamation.

Based on the removal plan, the City has an opportunity to educate community members
on the process of tree removal, the reasons behind removal recommendations, and the
natural lifecycle of trees.
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increased biodiversity
active & healthy communities
reduced stress & improvements to mental health
better air quality & lower asthma rates
stormwater management
energy savings & temperature regulation

Benefits of Trees
in Our Urban
Environment
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increased property values
carbon sequestration & carbon storage
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8.1
Guiding Principles, Goals,
Objectives

SECTION 8
SECTION 8
SECTION 8
SECTION 8

Strategic Plan

Every City is unique in the values held by residents and City staff,
and how those values are reflected in planning the future. The
Willits UFMP is one method by which the City demonstrates its
values, and institutes forward thinking policies and practices that
will have a positive and long lasting impact on residents, visitors,
and business owners. This process begins by defining the guiding
principles that outline the City’s specific values and how its
urban forest will help further promote those values. The guiding
principles will be supported by the specific steps the City will take
as defined by the urban forest goals and objectives. Together, the
guiding principles, goals, and objectives will prioritize how the
City progresses towards creating a sustainable urban forest and
climate change-resilient community.
The following are draft guiding principles, goals, and objectives
that require further review with City staff, residents, and
stakeholders. These guiding principles, goals, and objectives are
considered a catalyst for creating a resilient urban forest that will
provide services to the community for generations.

Vision

%WILLITS

The City of Willits urban forest will serve as a Gateway to the Redwoods and be a healthy,
equitable, and sustainably funded resource that provides ecological, social, and economic
benefits to all Willits residents.

URBAN FOREST
MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Goal #1

Strategic Plan

Guiding Principles
Resilience to climate
change

Expand the urban forest

Definition
The City will seek to protect neighborhoods from
the adversities of climate change to inform the
development of standards and best management
practices that lead to a sustainable urban forest.

The City will grow canopy cover to maximize the
environmental, economic, social and health benefits of
the urban forest.

Urban Forest
Sustainability
Definition: Willits will
have a sustainable urban
forest that is adapted
to climate change and
provides widespread
canopy cover throughout
the City.

Strategy
1.1

Tree planting activities will promote a sustainable urban forest.

Objectives
1.1a

Develop criteria for selecting tree species to plant on City managed streets, parks, and other public
and open spaces that prioritizes trees known to be adapted to changing climate conditions such as
extreme heat and drought.

1.1b

The City tree inventory will comprise no more than 10% of one species, 20% of one genus, or 30%
of one family.

1.1c

Continue to plant new trees to ensure a continuum of age diversity within the City managed tree
inventory.

1.1d

Tree planting projects in a City park will prioritize the use of local and regional native tree species.

1.1e

Prioritize planting trees rated by Water Use Classification of Landscape Species (WUCOLS) as very
low and low water users.

1.1f

Evaluate Willits wildfire risk with a focus on residential properties in the wildland urban interface.

Strategy
1.2

Protect and preserve the
urban forest

EfD
52

Sufficient resources for the
urban forest
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City polices and ordinances will contribute to large,
healthy trees on both private and public property.

The City will provide the financial and human resources
to sustainably manage the urban forest.

Increase tree canopy cover across the City.

Objectives
1.2a

Achieve 22% Citywide canopy cover by 2050.

1.2b

Develop an annual tree planting plan for both public and private property based on the number of
trees needed to reach 22% canopy cover. Total trees planted will not include trees that are required
as replacement for a removed tree.

1.2c

Evaluate and adjust the annual tree planting goal every 5 years to ensure the City is progressing
towards canopy cover goals.

1.2d

Work with local tree nurseries to ensure tree species and quantities are available to meet City tree
planting goals.
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Goal #2

Strategy

Tree
Management

Objectives

Definition: The City and
community members will
appropriately manage
and maintain trees to
ensure a vibrant, healthy
urban forest.

2.1

Conduct regular tree maintenance based on tree inventory information that is kept up to date.

2.1a

Maintain the City tree inventory in perpetuity, with each tree in the inventory assessed on a regular cycle.

2.1b

Annually complete a level 1 risk assessment of City managed trees.

2.1c

Establish a regular pruning cycle for large trees.

2.1d

Actively maintain trees to avoid the increased costs of deferred maintenance.

2.1e

Establish an urban forest advisory committee (UFAC) to strengthen the relationship between the City and
community on tree related issues.

2.1f

Correct defects of trees identified as priority 1 and 2 pruning needs.

2.1g

Inspect trees for signs of decline, insect infestation, or pathogen infection. Collect samples from suspect
trees and submit to a diagnostic laboratory or the Agriculture Commissioner’s Office of Mendocino County.
Develop an appropriate long-term maintenance plan or strategy to remove and replace failing species. Each
tree to be evaluated every 5-7 years.

Strategy
2.2
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Goal #3

Strategy

Funding the
Urban Forest

3.1

Definition: Willits’ urban
forest program will be
sustainably funded
and managed through
allocation of City funds
and pursuing grant
opportunities.

Objectives

3.1a

Define funding scenarios for tree maintenance to determine how much funding would be
required to properly maintain: 1) existing trees in City right-of-way areas, 2) all street trees and
park trees in the City inventory, 3) trees at all City facilities.

3.1b

Continue to seek grant and other outside funding for the planting of new trees, watering, and
establishment care.

3.1c

Evaluate the most cost-effective method for the City to perform a tree risk and health assessment
of Rec Grove Park that results in recommendations for tree maintenance, removals, and planting
opportunities.

3.1d

Allocate resources to the structural pruning of young trees.

3.1e

Develop partnerships with other public agencies, such as CalTrans, Agriculture Commissioner’s
Office of Mendocino County, CAL FIRE, California Department of Food and Agriculture, California
Natural Resources Agency, and Regional Water Boards, to help direct public development
projects and resources toward goals of the UFMP.

Ensure all City tree management activities and design standards reflect the most current understanding of
urban forest sustainability.

Objective
2.2a

City tree management practices should implement current industry standards as defined by the
International Society of Arboriculture, American National Standards Institute, and current research.

2.2b

Develop and adopt alternative design standards for sidewalk installation and repair that minimizes conflicts
between trees, sidewalks, and other infrastructure by considering and providing sufficient growing space for
trees.

Develop a plan to annually provide funding to the urban forest program so the City can sustainably
manage the tree inventory, engage the community, and implement policies.

Strategy
2.3

Community members and private property owners will understand their role in growing and maintaining the
urban forest.

Objective
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2.3a

Educate community members on their responsibility to maintain trees adjacent their property.

2.3b

Educate private property owners on proper tree pruning practices.

2.3c

Create opportunities for community members to provide establishment care to newly planted trees.
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Goal #4

Strategy

Community
Engagement

Objectives

Definition: Willits will
engage the community
to ensure an equitable
urban forest that provides
benefits and services to
all community members.

4.1

Ensure the demographics of the City are represented by the community stakeholders who participate
in guiding the development of the urban forest.

4.1a

Establish and maintain partnerships with community-based organizations that are inclusive of the
demographics of the City.

4.1b

Prioritize areas with low canopy cover and public health concerns for new tree plantings.

4.1c

Develop outreach and education programs directed toward under-represented communities, renters,
non-English speakers, Native Americans, and other minority groups, informing the community on
the value of trees and the role community members play in maintaining the urban forest.

Strategy
4.2

Develop an education and outreach program that will help propel the UFMP forward.

Objectives

Goal #5
Planning and
Development
Definition: The City
will have policies and
ordinances that support
the urban forest priorities,
protect trees, generate
funding for the urban
forest program, and
contribute to large,
healthy trees on private
and public property.

Strategy
5.1

Establish and clarify tree policies and ordinances to better protect and preserve trees.

Objectives
5.1a

Adopt an ordinance clarifying tree care and liability responsibility between private property
owners and the City. Responsibility should be based on the planting location. Some variations in
responsibility may occur, for example in situations where tree canopy overhangs the public right of
way and must be pruned by the City for public safety.

5.1b

Evaluate the feasibility to adopt a tree protection ordinance that includes standards for protection,
removal fees/fines, and application permit requirements for trees on private property.

5.1c

Adopt a parking lot shade tree ordinance requiring 50% shading of hardscape within 15 years of lot
development.

5.1d

Adopt minimum landscaping requirements that include minimum tree planting and tree replacement
requirements specific to each land use type in the City.

5.1e

Involve a licensed arborist in site development plan review to ensure tree requirements are met.

4.2a

Create social media content (for Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) to share information about the
UFMP and the City’s urban forest priorities.

4.2b

Publish urban forest program updates in local newspapers and other media outlets.

4.2c

Create a website for the urban forest program and use it as a resource to update community
members about new initiatives, educational programs, and outreach events.

Objectives
5.2a

4.2d

Provide residents and business owners with guidance on wildfire safe landscaping and defensible
space, as well as species selection for resilient and fire adapted tree species to encourage canopy
growth while maintaining wildfire safety.

Align City planning documents with the goals, standards, and recommendations of the UFMP.
Reference the UFMP for strategies to include trees and tree planting requirements when projects
under the City’s long-range plans are implemented.

5.2b

Adopt implementation procedures for strict code enforcement of the policies recommended by
the UFMP.

5.2c

Ensure trees are incorporated into the beginning of all City led long-term development plans and
capital improvement projects to contribute to canopy cover goals.

5.2d

Adopt minimum tree planting requirements for roadway improvement projects.

5.2e

Further consult with CalTrans and explore funding opportunities for transportation and pedestrian
improvements that include tree plantings along South Main Street (Highway 20).

Strategy
4.3

Pursue Tree City USA recognition.

Objectives
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4.3a

Create a tree board or department.

4.3b

Set tree management policies for a tree care ordinance.

4.3c

Fund the urban forest program with an annual budget of at least $2/capita.

4.3d

Host an Arbor Day observance and proclamation event.
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Strategy
5.2

City planning and development will contribute to increasing tree canopy cover.
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9.1
Vibrant Cities Lab
Assessment

SECTION 9
SECTION 9
SECTION 9
SECTION 9
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Monitoring Plan

It is recommended that the City use the Vibrant Cities Lab
Community Assessment and Goal-Setting Tool to monitor the
implementation of the UFMP. The tool is used as an assessment
to define the City’s current state of a specific area of urban forest
sustainability. The user decides what the City’s current state of
the metric is, and then sets where the goal metric should be.
Each metric is assigned a point value, and the City is assigned a
“Total Current Score” and a “Gap Score,” or how far off the current
state is from the desired goal. A city that has a gap score between
20 to 40 is not far from achieving the goals of its urban forest
program. Conversely, gap scores of 40+ indicates that a City is
still implementing programs and policies to close the gap and
develop a sustainable urban forest.
Willits’ first assessment was conducted on June 21, 2021, by
Community Development staff and the consultant team. The
table below reflects the results from the first assessment, which
set the baseline for the City’s “Total Current Score” at its preUFMP metrics. Based on the first assessment, the City has a
current rating of -15. The City’s UFMP monitoring plan should be
based around the Vibrant Cities Lab Community Assessment and
Goal Setting Tool and be retaken each year to track, measure,
and highlight progress. The assessment can also be used to
demonstrate successes and justify additional funding asks to City
Council. Since the City first took the assessment, several of the
responses that had significant gaps such as the lack of a UFMP (5)
and a City inventory (5), have already been achieved.
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Category

Current Rating

Canopy cover

The existing canopy cover
for entire municipality
is <50% of the desired
canopy.

Monitoring Plan | SECTION 9

Goal Rating

Gap

-1

The existing canopy is >75%-100% of desired.

2

3

No inventory.

-1

Systematic comprehensive inventory system of entire urban
forest – with information tailored to users and supported by
mapping in municipality-wide GIS
system. Provides for change analysis.

4

5

No assessment.

-1

Low-resolution and/or point-based

3

4

Publicly owned trees

No information.

-1

Complete GIS tree inventory that includes detailed tree condition
and risk ratings.

4

5

Publicly owned natural
areas

No information.

-1

Level and type of public use documented.

2

3

Private property trees

No information.

-1

Bottom-up sample-based assessment, as well as basic aerial view

2

3

-1

Half of the six most common species have higher RPI scores than
the average of all species in the community

2

3

-1

Use of native species is encouraged on a project-appropriate basis
in all areas;
invasive species are recognized and discouraged on public and
private lands

2

3

Informal teams among departments and agencies communicate
regularly and collaborate on a project-specific basis.

2

Inventory &
assessment
methodology

Relative performance
index by species

No information.

Use of native
vegetation

No coordinated focus on
native vegetation.

Align municipal
departments

Engage residents
in planning and
implementation

60

Informal teams among
departments and
agencies communicate
regularly and collaborate
on a project-specific basis.
Little or no citizen
involvement or
neighborhood action.
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2

-1

Proactive outreach and coordination efforts by municipality and
NGO partners
resulting in widespread citizen involvement and structured
engagement among
diverse neighborhood groups.

4

Category

Current Rating

Goal Rating

Environmental equity

Tree planting and
outreach is not
determined equitably by
canopy cover or need for
benefits.

-1

Equitable planting and outreach at the neighborhood level is
guided by strong
resident involvement in low canopy/high need areas. Residents
participate actively in
identifying needs for their neighborhoods, planning,
implementation and monitoring

4

5

Trees acknowledged
as vital community
resource

Trees generally
recognized as important
and beneficial.

1

Trees widely acknowledged as providing environmental, social,
and economic
services – resulting in some action or advocacy in support of the
urban forest.

2

1

Engage large private
landowners and
institutions

Large private landholders
are generally uninformed
about urban forest issues
and opportunities.

-1

Municipality educates landowners, provides technical assistance,
sets goals and
provides incentives for managing resources in accordance with
plan.

1

2

All utilities work with
municipality, employ
best management
practices

No utility consideration
of the health of the urban
forest resource.

-1

Utilities are included in informal municipal teams that
communicate regularly and
collaborate on a project-specific basis.

3

4

Green industry
embraces goals, high
standards

Little or no cooperation
among segments of green
industry or awareness
of municipality-wide
urban forest goals and
objectives.

-1

Some cooperation among green industry as well as general
awareness and
acceptance of municipality-wide goals and objectives.

1

2

Develop urban forest
management plan

No urban forest
management plan

-1

Community adapted a city-wide canopy goal as official policy,
based on best available canopy data, and scaled from community
to neighborhood level.

2

3

0

Gap

5
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Category

Current Rating

Cooperative
planning with other
municipalities

Municipalities have no
interaction with each
other or the broader
region. No regional
planning or coordination
on urban forestry.

Forestry plan
integrated into other
municipal plans

Urban forestry plan
mentions how it could
meet other municipal
objectives or inform other
planning efforts.

Urban forestry
program capacity

Lack of personnel and/
or adequate equipment
severely limits needed
maintenance. Few
resources, if any available
to achieve new goals.

-1

Ad hoc funding for
emergency, reactive
management.

1

Municipality-wide
urban forestry funding

Growing site suitability

Appropriate tree species
are considered in site
selection

Some tree planting and
establishment occurs,
Tree establishment and but with limited overall
maintenance
municipality-wide
planning and postplanting care.
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Goal Rating

-1

-1

1

-1

Widespread regional cooperation resulting in development of
regional urban forestry
strategy

Once completed, urban forestry planning team works with other
agencies to align
current and future objectives.

Team has capacity in terms of trained staff and equipment to
achieve many of the
goals of the urban forest management plan.
Funding sufficient for some proactive management based on
urban forest
management plan.

Gap

4

2

2

2

All trees planted in sites with adequate soil quality and quantity,
with sufficient growing space and overall site conditions to
achieve their genetic potential and thus provide maximum
ecosystem services

4

Comprehensive tree establishment plan provides concrete
guidance on most of the following criteria: site selection, size, age
class, diversity of species, native plant choice, planting protocols,
and young tree care.

4

5

3

Category

Current Rating

Goal Rating

Gap

Management of
publicly owned natural
areas

No natural areas
management plans or
implementation in effect.

-1

Only reactive management to facilitate public use, e.g. hazard
abatement, trail
maintenance

1

2

Policies that foster
good urban forestry on
private lands

No tree protection
ordinance, or one that’s
weak and rarely enforced.

-1

Strong tree protection ordinance focused on maintaining mature
trees with effective
procedures.

1

2

4

5

Tree protection policy
and enforcement

No tree protection policy.

-1

Integrated municipality-wide policies and practices to protect
public and private
trees, consistently enforced and with penalties sufficient to deter
violations.

Monitoring

Monitoring is infrequent
and reactive to reported
changes in tree health,
site condition.

1

Monitoring on a regular basis, with rotating schedule for each
area. Monitors are professionals or volunteers trained to collect
specific data required by municipality.

2

1

Tree risk management

No tree risk assessment
or risk management
program. Response is on
a reactive basis only.

-1

The community has written tree risk management policy (aka,
‘standard of care’) and
an operational plan for inspecting and mitigating reported tree
problems, including a timetable for mitigating potential hazards.

2

3

Urban wood and green
waste utilization

While most green waste
does not go to landfill,
uses are limited to chips
or mulch.

1

The majority of green waste is reused or recycled – for energy,
products, and other
purposes beyond chips or mulch.

2

1

Total Goal Rating

70

3

1

3
Total Current Score
Total Gap Score

-15

85

5
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